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Bursting rod segments is the mechanical test nearest to the real straining at reactor operation conditions. It is
used to determine the component strength and ductility of fuel claddings at room and operating temperature.
Usually tensile testing on the fuel cladding is performed because, it is the least expensive method. In this method
a test specimen is prepared from the cladding (a total tube segment or a dog bone specimen, cut out of the
cladding wall) and tested in uniaxial tension. In order to infer the component strength or bursting strength of the
cladding, an approximation is required. Tne so-called rank formula IS used. ~ u e - t othe appr&imatlox+ :n the
current formulas. [he ~111ax;ltly
01 lhe tensyle test and tne anisotropic behavior ol the c.adding
.materd this method
for calculating the bursting strength is uncertain.
The direct way to determine the component strength is the burst test. However, a substantially higher effort is
necessary compared to the tensile test and no commonly acknowledged standard test procedure is available.
A sufficiently long fuel rod segment is used as a sample for burst testing. It is cut out of the fuel rod to be
investigated using a diamond cutting machine. The fuel has to be removed from the sample. Elsewhere the fuel
is dissolved chemically, and a lot of liquid waste is produced. This was not acceptable at PSI. Therefore it was
decided to remove the fuel mechanically. For the fuel removal a special diamond cutting drill was developed. In
order to be sure that the cladding inside the wall surface will not be damaged in this process, a layer of fuel is left
on the wall. Sufficient fuel can be removed by this process in ashort time.

After the driliina procedure the burst sample is tansferred into the burst box. The burst box consists of a 30 cm
thick steel shielding contained inside an alpha-tight box of stainless steel. The burst sample is passed into the
box throuah a snecial samnle lock. Tools and other thinas
- are nassed in throuah the material lock. For laraer
repairs a man hole is used.'
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The sample cutting device, the diameter measuring bench, the pneumatic wrench and the sample elevator with
furnace are essential pieces of equipment in the box. All the equipment can be operated with the two
manipulators.
The pressure in the burst sample is built up using an Oil pressure system. Plugs have to be inserted on both
ends of the burst sample. Before bursting the sample diameter is determined in 5 mm steps and along three lines
differing by 60°, using the diameter measuring bench. Brass shells manufactured to a tolerance of a thousandth
of a millimeter are fitted onto the sample ends. Using the pneumatic wrench the sample is closed at one end and
is screwed onto the oil pressure system at the other end. The screwed on connectors serve both for holding the
sample and for the sealing between the sample and Oil pipe. The sealing is complicated because of the
corrupted surface. However the so called SWAGLOCK connectors have proved sucessful for this application.
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After finishing the screwing operation the specimen is closed by connection to the Oil supply system and the
furnace cover. Now an on-line diameter measurement arrangement (Delta D) is placed on the sample and with
help of the elevator the "instrumented" specimen is placed into the furnace. With Delta D it is ~ossibleto
measuro the diameter changes during the test up to reachmg the buisl ng pressure. Tne oevelopmeni of Delta D
ocgan w:tn a measuring system based on miniature strain ganges (MSG). MSG did not a:ve reliable results
~however, due to the sensitivity of MSG to vibrations of the steel-covered connections,~especia~ly
at high
temperatures. Therefore a trouble-free measuring system, called Delta-D, was developed on an inductive basis.
It is usable both at room temperature and at operating temperature up to 350 "C.
~

For tests at higner temperatures a furnace with '1s open:ng at the box bottom level is used. Good ins~lationand
an extensive heating surface insure an evenay heated burst sample w:lh a temperature graoient at 350:C.
The burst test sample fails when the burst pressure is reached. The burst or crack opening can have various
dimensions ranging from short but bulbous cracks or long and narrow cracks, to cracks that propagate along the
complete free sample length. At very high temperatures, brittle sample "explode" leaving several strips. In this
case the circumferential elongation can hardly be determind.
The test ends with the determination of the diameter change outside the burst opening, using the diameter
measuring bench .The ultimate circumferentialelongation is determined by metallography at the maximum burst
opening IeveL

